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**Request/Question:**

1. When the CFMG contract was approved in 2017, the BOS requested and CFMG agreed to provide an annual report. Since one year has passed, when do we expect to see the report?
2. Also, CFMG was to have a one-year timeframe for NCCHC accreditation—what is that timeline?
3. What added costs are anticipated for the CFMG contract upon NBJ opening?

1. The annual report will be presented by the end of Fiscal Year 2017-18.

2. The NCCHC pre-audit has been completed. Remedial plans are being developed. The NCCHC conducts audits year round, however, their Board only awards accreditation during the American Correctional Association Winter and Summer Congress. Those are held in January and August. So depending on how long it takes to fix the issues from the pre-audit, schedule the actual audit, and receive the final report (at least 90 days) the timeline might not allow for a January 2019 accreditation. Although we will be in compliance with NCCHC Standards, we would most likely not receive accreditation until August 2019.

3. The County will be sitting down with CFMG soon to receive quotes on what expanding service to the Northern Branch Jail would cost.